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Initial Skill Assessment









Initial assessment consists of exercise sets at progressive higher grade levels. Each 
exercise set consists of a passage followed by reading comprehension questions. 

Student’s performance is assessed to determine their initial grade level.







In addition to multiple-choice interactions, the tutor also includes 
interactions where the student is asked to highlight pieces of text.





Students receive feedback at the end of an exercise set during initial 
assessment





The tutor maintains a dynamic model of the students strength’s and weaknesses. 
Skills highlighted in red are the ones in which the student needs additional 

instruction. Skills in green are those where the student shows sufficient mastery.





Remedial Lessons in Specific Skills



Remedial exercises provide instruction and practice in specific skills. The 
tutor provides remediation in the skills it estimates are the student’s 

weaknesses.



The tutor first provides examples involving the skill.





Students are then asked to attempt exercises on their own. The tutor 
provide immediate feedback on their answers.









Integrated Lessons: Socratic 
Dialog



The tutor also provides practice lessons which integrate all skills. Like the initial 
assessment, these lessons consist of exercise sets, each with a passage followed by 

reading comprehension questions. The student is given a choice of topics and 
passages.







The questions in an integrated skill lesson are selected to provide optimal 
challenge to the student. Here, since the tutor estimates that the student has 
mastered lower-order comprehension skills, the tutor poses a question on 

determining the main idea, which is a higher-order skill.





When the student answers a question incorrectly in an exercise set, the 
tutor provides follow-on questions to help the student figure out the 

correct answer.



This and the next few questions are trying to help the student figure out 
the main idea of the second paragraph.









The tutor asks the original question again to give the student a chance to 
answer correctly.



Integrated Lesson Adapted to Student Skill 
Levels





This shows a second student with a different skill profile.





Note that the second student has been placed at the same grade level as the 
first and gets the same options for reading passages.







Note that, while the second student gets the same reading passage as the first, the 
questions are chosen to fit the student’s skill profile. Since the second student is 

not as proficient at lower-order skills like vocabulary and grammar, the tutor starts 
out with questions relating to these skills.





The tutor progressively asks higher-level comprehension questions.










